Timestamps L2 Virtual Arts Thread
Link to the full conversation video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k084SQEbNAg
0:07

Welcome / Introductions / Zoom Explanations
Elizabeth Perry - IS Prague - Art and Tech
Adrienne Dunkerley - IS Lausanne - Primary Art, Atelier
Dale Ethridge - IS Prague - Music
John Mikton - IS Luxembourg - Head of Education and Media Technology

4:33

How do you adapt learning to what a student has available at home?

12:09

Delivering Curriculum
How are you juggling the demand and pressure schools/parents put on the core
curriculum subjects and highlight the importance of creativity and the arts? How are you
making sure that airtime is available for the arts and enabling students to unwind?

16:08

How do you adapt learning to what a student has available at home?

17:21

Collaboration
How do you facilitate collaboration between students?

20:25

Collaboration is also a collaboration between you and the students, how do you
manage this task and what kind of tech are you using?

25:54
33:28

Collaboration between colleagues ?
Collaboration transformed into individual work in Drama

19:50

Pacing
Pacing as educator - be mindful of the workflow to
balance great ideas and the actual time requirements on your part

29:57

What did you have to change and how has this impacted your understanding of
delivering the learning?

35:28

Lower School communication
How have you set up communication with students of lower grades through tech and
their parents?

41:15

What’s the best piece of advice you’ve received for your field of expertise ?

58:33

1:10:40

What is sustainable?
For how long can we envision these practices being sustainable? What are your
thoughts on things you feel you will need to adjust for a longer term distant learning
environment?
Reflection and final tips

Resources :
ZOOM for music.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50NoWIiYECA&t=14s
https://cospaces.io
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2T7PCk_cWs
https://www.freetech4teachers.com/
Demosthenes Dimitrakoulakos:
https://kwumusic.wordpress.com/2020/03/28/a-crash-course-on-soundtrap/
https://theartofeducation.edu/2020/04/01/8-ways-to-use-toilet-paper-tubes/

